A large fraction of eukaryotic DNA is composed of transposable elements (TEs) (Berg and Howe 1989) that can cause mutations when they transpose to novel sites (Mackay et al. 1992) . The relative contribution of TE-induced mutations to the total genomic mutation rate depends on the rate of transposition and excision per genome per generation averaged over all TE families. Experiments in which transpositions and excisions have been observed directly in independent replicates of inbred lines of Drosophila melunogaster yield estimates of the total transposition rate per haploid genome per generation of 0.5 (Eggleston et al. 1988 ) 0.3 (Harada et al. 1990, and 0.6 (Nuzhdin and Mackay 1994); and for the total excision rate of 0.04 (Eggleston et al. 1988 ), 0.003 (Harada et al. 1990) and 0.006 (Nuzhdin and Mackay 1994). These estimates have very high standard errors because very few transpositions and excisions were detected (Eggleston et al. 1988) or because only a small sample of element families was examined (Harada et al. 1990; Nuzhdin and Mackay 1994) .
A large fraction of eukaryotic DNA is composed of transposable elements (TEs) (Berg and Howe 1989 ) that can cause mutations when they transpose to novel sites (Mackay et al. 1992) . The relative contribution of TE-induced mutations to the total genomic mutation rate depends on the rate of transposition and excision per genome per generation averaged over all TE families. Experiments in which transpositions and excisions have been observed directly in independent replicates of inbred lines of Drosophila melunogaster yield estimates of the total transposition rate per haploid genome per generation of 0.5 (Eggleston et al. 1988 ) 0.3 (Harada et al. 1990) , and 0.6 (Nuzhdin and Mackay 1994) ; and for the total excision rate of 0.04 (Eggleston et al. 1988) , 0.003 (Harada et al. 1990 ) and 0.006 (Nuzhdin and Mackay 1994) . These estimates have very high standard errors because very few transpositions and excisions were detected (Eggleston et al. 1988) or because only a small sample of element families was examined (Harada et al. 1990; Nuzhdin and Mackay 1994) .
Our previous estimate of the total rate of transposition and excision of D. melunogaster TEs was based on cytological insertion sites of 5 retrotransposon TE families (Dot, copia, roo, 297, and w2dg3) in 3 I replicate lines derived from an initially highly inbred strain (Harwith) that had accumulated mutations for approximately 170 generations (Nuzhdin and Mackay 1994 situ hybridization of biotin-labeled TE DNAs to polytene salivary chromosomes of third instar larvae, according to the procedure of Shrimpton et al. (1986) . One preparation was scored for each element per subline, and element locations were determined for chromosomes X, II, and III at the level of cytological band subdivisions on the standard Bridges' map (Lefevre 1976) .
Because the initial Harwich strain was highly inbred, all mutation accumulation lines derived from it shared a common pattern of Harwich insertion sites if neither transpositions nor excisions occurred. Transpositions were detected as additional nonoverlapping sites in the different sublines and excisions as missing Harwich sites in one subline. Transposition and excision rates per element per generation were computed as: (number of transpositions or excisions)/(number of inbred Harwich sites) X (number of sublines) X (average number of generations of mutation accumulation).
The confidence limit for the transposition (excision) rate when no transpositions (excisions) were observed was calculated assuming that transpositions (excisions) follow a Poisson distribution, so the probability of observing exactly zero new sites for a given element across all sublines is epm, where m is the expected number of new sites. Solving for m such that the probability of zero is 0.05 gives m = 2.996. Thus the upper confidence limit for the rate of transposition (excision) when no events were observed is 2.996/(number of generations) X (number of inbred Harwich sites) X (number of sublines) (Nuzhdin and Mackay 1994) .
Copy numbers and transposition and excision rates for all 17 elements examined are given in table 1. Rates of transposition were highly variable among these TE families: no transpositions were detected for 13 families, and 327 transpositions were noted for the remaining 4 TEs. For these 17 TE families the estimate of the transposition rate per haploid genome per generation is 0.057; assuming a total of 50 TE families in the D. melanogaster genome (Finnegan 1992) gives an estimate of the genomic transposition rate of 0.17 (0.057 X 50/17). The only excisions observed were for the roo element. The estimate of the total excision rate per genome averaged over all families is thus 0.00 17 per generation, two orders of magnitude less than the genomic transposition rate. . . . from sublines derived from an initially highly inbred strain may be underestimates of rates of transposition and excision in natural populations. The 13 element families with stable insertion sites among the Harwich sublines presumably transpose at higher rates in natural populations, since their insertion sites are highly variable among individuals sampled from a natural population (see, e.g., Charlesworth and Lapid 1989; Charlesworth et al. 1992) . If the original noninbred' Harwich population contained defective as well as active copies of these TEs (Kaplan et al. 1985) , active copies could have been lost during the period of inbreeding prior to establishing replicate sublines. In addition, there may be variation among strains for host factors affecting transposition rate.
Rates of TE movement estimated in the laboratory
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TE transposition is an important source of spontaneous mutations in D. melanogaster. Our estimate of the genomic rate of transposition per generation, 0.2, is of the same order as the nucleotide spontaneous mutation rate ( 1.6 X lo-* base-pair mutations per year [Sharp and Li 19891 X 1.7 X IO* base pairs in the Drosophila genome [Ashburner 1989, p . 741 = 2.7 mutations per year/5 generations per year = 0.5 base-pair mutations per generation), consistent with the observation that one-half of the spontaneous mutations in this species are caused by transposable elements (Finnegan 1992) .
